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0. introduction 
This paper continues the investigations into the structure of Boolean topoi begun 
by the author in [ 21. In that paper, we showed that corresponding to any Boolean 
topos E’ tn which epis onto subobjects of 1 spltt there is a model M(E) of a weak 
theory of .sets. 
In Section I of this paper we define set morphisma of topoi such that ,&I is a futr~:- 
tor. Logical morphisms and morphisms of topoi arising from set theory are t.rivially 
set morphrsna; we show that the left ;djoint of a geometric morphism is also a set ’ 
morphism. The functor Ai is almost a right adjoint to the functor C that takes a model 
of set theory to its t:ategory of sets. The relation between M and C is made precise by 
Theorem 1.4. 
In Section Z we consider a technical modification of the category of Boolean topoi 
and logtcal morphisms which uan easily be seen to have an initial object: the free 
Boolean topos. We then use the methods of [2) to investigate the structure of the 
free Boolean topos. The main results are that internally it is a model of set theory 
(although epis onto subobjects of 1 fail to split) and that the Boolean algebra de- 
fined by its subobject classifier is the countable atomiess Boolean algebra. Although 
we deal only with Boolean topoi, the results have an obvious relevance to the pro- 
blem for arbitrary topoi, since the free Boolean topos is a homomorphic image of 
the free topos, The problem considered in this section was suggested to the author 
by P. Freyd. 
Throughout his paper we will assume that the reader is familiar with [ 21. 
1. Set morphisms 
We begin by recalling some definitions from [ 2 1. BT is the theory of a Boolean 
topos; BT’ is BT with the additional axiom that epis onto subobjects of 1 split. In 
this section, E and E’ always denote models of BT’ unless otherwise stated. A tree S 
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in a topos L’ is a pair (A, s) such that s : X - A X A is a binary relation on A and the 
formal statements in the language L@J of the following sentences are true in E, 
where we write aSa’ rather than (a, a’) Es X: 
TI (A, s) is a reflexive partial order with a maximum element m(S). 
l-2 Far all 0 E A, [a’ E A : a S a’] is linearly ordered by S. 
T3 Both S and the inverse relation [(a, a’): U’S a] are well founded. 
T4 (A, s) has no nonidentity autonrorphisms. 
The detailed description of M(E) is given in 12, Section 21. Except for Theorem 
1.4, it will be sufficient o think of the sets in M(E) as simply the trees in E. A pre- 
case definition wilt be given when it is needed. 
If S = {A, s) and 7’ = (B, t) are trees, then S = T holds in M(E) iff S is otder-iso- 
morphic to Tin E, md S E T holds in M(E) iff for some immediate predecessor b of 
m(T), S is order-isotnorphic to Tjh. the subtree of T obtained by restricting the 
relation t to [b’ E t3: b’ Tbj. 
Now let F: E -+ E’ be an exact functor, that is, a functor preserving all finite 
limits and cohmnts. We want to find sufficient conditions that the image of any tree 
be a tree. If QI is a formula of the language L(E), then F(Q) denotes the formula of 
LIE’) obtained by substituting FX for each parameter X of QI and in particular sub- 
stituting Vx E FX and 3.x E FX for Vx E X and 3x E X. 
Roof. We proceed by inriuction on the length of the formula @. Since 52 = 1 + 1, F 
preserves 0. Characteristic functions are preserved because pullbacks are, and the 
equality predicate is preserved because F preserves the diagonal map A : X- X X X. 
Thus the lemma is true for all atomic formulas. The propositional case follows from 
the fact that by the definitions of the maps A and 7, F(A) = A and F(3) * 1. If @ 
is a formula, then fl3x E X#fl is the characteristic function of the manic part of the 
epi-manic factorization of the composite 
XXY --- y 
where the bottom map is the projection. Since every epi is a coequalizer and every 
manic is an equalizer, this factorization is preserved. Since 11 Vx E X@/ = If7 3xEX- 
this implies that bothr,uantifiers are preserved and this completes the proof of the 
lemma. 
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TI and T2 can be stated with only the parameters S,,Y and A, so Lemma 1 .I im- 
plies that they are preserved by any exact functor. T3 and T4, however, involve the 
second order parameters AA and SVt . An exact functor is said to preserve well- 
orderings if for every pair S = (A, S) such that S is a linear ordering of A, the follow- 
ing formula of L(E) is preserved by F: 
(1) Vx E CPt ( 3u E A (u E x) * 3a E A (a E x A VQ’ E A (a’ E x * a S a’))). 
The formula CI E x is an abbreviation for C$X, a) = T, where e is the evaluation map 
and T : I -* St is the map “true”. A stat mwphism is an exact functor that preserves 
well-orderings, and BT’ is the category of models of BT’ with set morphisms. Since 
it can be proved in BT’ that any well-founded partial order has a rank function onto 
a well-ordering, any set morphism preserves T3, We will need one more lemma to 
show that T4 is preserved. 
If S = (A, s) and T= (H. I) are trees, then Is T --c A X t3 is the relation defined by 
the formalization in L(E) of Is, T(u, b) iff theri is a unique isomorphism between 
Star and Tfb. 
Proof. Let u Pa’ abbreviate the UE) formula ctating that P is an immediate predeces- 
sor of 4’. We claim that if i -+ A X B, then I = IS 
l 
T iff the following sentence @(I) is 
true: 
Vu E A vb E B (Ilo, b) - (Va’ E A (a’ Pa * 3!b’ E B (b’ P b A I@‘, hf ))) 
A Vb’ E B (6’ P b * 3!a’ E A (a’ P Q /\ &a’, b’))))). 
The claim implies that @(IS T) is tme in E, and SO by Lemma 1.1, F(b(rs T)) = 
@(fils T)) is true in E’. Thin the claim implies that F[fs +) = I, m. ’ 
5hc claim is proved by induction on the well-founded partial &derings S and T. 
Suppose that @(I) is true and for all a’Sa and b’ Tb, I@‘, b) iff 1s T(o’, b’). If /(a, 6) 
then (#) defines an isomorphisnr of [Q? a’Pa] and lb’: b' Pb] wkch extends by the 
induction hypothesis to an isomorphism h : S/a 2 TI b. If 8 is any other such isomor- 
phism, then for all 11’ Pa, Tlh(o’) 2 Tjg(o’), so the uniqueness condition implies that 
h(a’) = g(a’). But then the induction hypothesis implies that hl (Tla’)h gl (Tlo’). 
Hence h = g and f&z, b) holds. If 1&a, b), then let I: Slo s Tib. Then for a’ Pa, 
b’ = flu’) satisfies the conclusion of the first clause of @(/) and it is unique since other- 
wise we would have b” # 6’ such that b” Pb and I(/, b”). Then T/b” 2 S la’ 2 Tl b’ 
and /tinnet be unique, Simirarfy the second A J+.M is satisfied and so I(a, b). Thus 
1(u, b) iff Is, +, b) and we have shown that #(J’) implies I= [s, T. To see that @(IS, T) 
is vtid, it is enough to observe that there is an P defined by recursion over S such 
that No is valid. By the first part this i’ must be Is, T= 
A Xo-embedding of models of set theory is a map which preserves satisfaction of 
any formula of set theory in which every quantifier is of the form V-X E u or 3x f u, 
where a is a constant or variable. 2,) is the category whose objects are models of the 
theory ZO and whose maps are X0-embeddings. 
Theorem 1.3. /i4 : BT’ -+ 2, is Q &actor. 
Proof. We have to show that if F : E -4” is an arrow of BT’, then&induces a CO- 
embedding M(F) : il((E) --c M(F); it is then easy to see that M is a functor. We have 
already shown that I;‘ preserves Tl -T3, but the tree S = (-4. s) satisfies T4 iff 
Is,,~@), m(s)) holds in E and this is preserved by Lemma 1.2. If T= (B, t), then S = T 
and S E Tare equivalent to / s, +r(S), m(T)} and 36 E f# (bf nz( T) A is +(S), b), 
respectively. and both of these are preserved. But then Lemma 1.1 implks that A4(1;3 
preserves the truth of any X0-formula. 
If M is a model of 2,. then C(M) is det’lned to be the category of sets of M. The 
objects of C(M) are the sets of M. An arrow from X to Y is an equivalence class of 
setsfaf M such that “fis a function with domain X and range contained in 1”“ is 
true in M, where f and g are equivalent if “f = g” is true in M. Then C(M) is a topos. 
LeM:M-,M’beaXO -embedding. Since “f is a function” and “f = g k“ are CO for- 
mulas, CIH) : C(M) + C(M’) is a functor. It is straightforward toverify that C(H) is 
exact. using the fact that H preserves the set of finite sequences of elements of a set. 
C(F) preserves well-orderings since everv well-ordering isisomorphic to an ordinal, c 
so C : 2, --* BT’ is a functor. 
At first glance it appears that C should be a lef’t adjoint to M, but a closer examin- 
ation shows that here, for the first tim? ahe distinct nature of sets and of objects in 
a category raises problem?:. ‘iile next theorem shows precisely in what sense C is al- 
most a left adjoint of AI. We szy that two morphisms N, H’ : bf + /If‘ are equal up YS 
weak isotnorphism if for all x in M, Vf( x ) = H’{x)” is true in M’. If M’ is M(E) for 
some topos E, then this means that H(X) and N’(x) are isomorphic as trees. We will 
require the full formal definition of a set of 151(K): a set is a 4-tuple (‘4, t, i, ,I’) such 
that (,4, I) is a tree and i : X +A is joEA:BYm(T)l.Themapk’E:CME~Eisde- 
fined by &-(A, t, i, X) = X; [2, Lemma 41 implies that k’, is a morphism of BT’. 
Theorem 1.4. if g : C(M) + E, then there is a morphism h : k4 -+ M(E) such that g = 
KE C(h). The map h is urtique tip to weak isomophism. 
Proof. If X is in M, we define the 4-tuple (AX, I~, ix, X) in Mr TX = (AXI tx) is a 
tree (derived from the transitive closure of X) which represents he set X in the sense 
defined at the beginning of [ 2, Section 2 1. The morphism ix is the isomorphism of 
X with the set of immediate predecessors of the maximum element of TX, Given g, 
define iz by 
h(WCs(Ax~. R(tx), g(i,), g(x)) 
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for all X in M. Then it is straightforward to ohcck that h is a +embedding, and it is 
clear that g = KE C(/IJ. 
Now let f‘bc any 2;,,- embedding such that k’, C(J) = of. Since f is a &-embedding, 
&$@I = Al;y. &I =: q-x. 
the trees 
and flix j = ifx are all true in M(E) for any X in M. Hence 
are isomorphic in 
(2) h(X) 
But a computation shows thst for ziny Y in b((!:‘), 
is true in M(E). Thus thz right side of (2) is equal to f;r in Aif( and we have shown 
that f’equals h up to weak isomorphism. 
It is easy to see that EI ir not unique: If for any set X of M we replace the original 
value of Ir(x) by any isomorphic tree, we will still have a ZO-embedding, and if we 
do not change the last element of the 4-tuple, then g = K, C(h) still holds. The theory 
of adjunctions goes through for the situation of Theorem 1.4 as long as “equal up to 
weak isomorphism” is substituted for “equal” in 2,. This cannot be repaired, inci- 
dentally, by identifyirlg isomorphic trees in bI(E). Everything then works right in Z,, 
but in BT’ equality is replaced by categorical equivalence. 
The idea of well-orderings has generally been considered irrelevant o category 
theory irnd its appeara.n::e in the definition of a morphism of topoi may appear ad 
hoc, The last two theorems eem to show that the definition is, nevertheless, correct, 
and the next theorem suggests hat it may even be reasonable from a categorical 
point of view. it would still be interesting to have an equivalent defmition with a 
clearer categorical con tent, Freyd [ I] shows that exactness implies that the natural 
number object is preserved if it exists, but this result cannot be extended to arbitrary 
well-orderings: If M is any model of 2, in which o, the set of natural numbers is 
standard, then [ 1, Theorem 5.641 implies that the canonical functor from C(M) to 
Sets is exact. If M is nlst well-founded, then there is an ordinal of M which is not well- 
ordered in the category of sets, so the canonical functor is not a set morphism. 
Any logical morphism (a functor which preserves all of the topos structure) 
clearly preserves the formula (1) and hence is a set morphism. In addition, any mor- 
phism arising from set theory (such as the embedding of the category of construot- 
ible sets in the category of all sets) is a set morphism. Of the morphisms of topoi 
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which have been widely considered this only leaves geometric morphisms. The follow- 
ing theorem is suggested by Tiemey’s theory of generic extensions of topoi [S]. 
Proof. Since 1, is left exact and a left adjoint, it is exact; we have to show that it 
preserves well-orderings. fn the proof, s1 andT .I will be the subobject classifier and 
the maps true and false in A”. The right adjoint of L is R. 
Let S = (A, s) be a well-ordering in E and let X * LA in E’. We first show that if 
X # 0, then IfX has a minim;il element\/ # 1. Let h : LO+ 52 be the characteristic 
. function of X, and let h* be its image under the adjunction isomorphism. Since 11 is 
not the constant 1 I h* is not identically R band [a E A : h*(a) # RI) has a minimal 
element aO. Then tlLa,, E X11 # 1; we Aim that . 
/If.+ E X * Lu, is the minimal element of X[f = T . 
Suppose not; then 
Y = [a E x: l(Ln, LSU) A Lo, E X) f: 0. 
Let k be its characteristic function and k * : A -+ RS2 the image of k under the isomor- 
phism. As before, there is an a1 E A such that k*(al ) # R 1. But then h*(q) # RI, 
so a0 Sal. But then Lo LSLq , which contradicts I&q E Y 11 #l. 
Now let 
x’ = [x E X: X has no minimal elcmen t 1. 
Therr IQ” has a minimal clement 11 = 1. w by the argument above X’ = 0; that is, 
Since X was arbitrary, LA is a well-ordering. 
It is not known whether Theorem 1 S can be proved using only the theory BT. 
By using the fact that E’ is, in a natural way, an E-category (see [3j), the proof 
above can be extended to the case where R preserves epis. WC do not know of any 
examples of geometric rnorphisms between Boolean topoi that cannot be shown to 
be set morphisms by using this together with the fact that any logical morphism is a 
set morphism. 
In 12, Section 31, we showed that the class L(E) of constructible sets can be de- 
fined in any model E of BT. We conclude this section by showing that f. is a functor 
from BT to Z,, where BT is the category of models of BT with morphisms defined 
as for BT’. In (21, we defined L(E) only when E satisfies the axiom of infmity. This 
can be avoided by observing that any hereditarily finite set is constructible. Thus, if 
T= (B, t) is a tree, then TE L(E) iff there are relations y : X )-, k3 X B and 
s : Y w A X A such that the following formula is internally true in E: 
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(3) Either (I is 21 Unite well-ordering of B or s is an infinite well-ordering of 
A and TEMtA s). . 
To show that L is a functot, it will be enough to show that any set morphism F pre- 
serves (3), and since F preserves well-orderings, it is enough to show that 
14) 
But F preserves the set of Cadet numbers of formulas, the set of finite sequences of
members of a set, and the satisfaction relation for models of set theory, so if 2 -Tr(A) 
is a set of trees, then flDef(Z)) = Def(FZ). Then (4) follows by an induction on the 
welt-ordering (FA, Fs). 
2. The free Boolean topas 
By the proof of 12. Proposition 51) every topos has a non-identity automorphism; 
thus there can be no initial object in the category of Boolean topoi and logical mor- 
phisms. We will1 consider a modified category which makes the algebraic haracter of 
a tops more explicit. For this section, a Boolean topos will be a Boolean topos in 
the ordinary sense together with additional partial operations which assign to any 
pair of objects X, Y a product diagram., a coproduct diagram, and an object Xy and 
a universal map e : Xy X Y 3 X; and to every parallel pair of ma;Ss an equalizer dia- 
gram and a coequalizer diagram. A logical morphism will be a logical morphism in 
the usual sense that exactly preserves the added operations. It is then easy to see that 
aur category has equalizers and, since it has small products. all small imits. By the 
tiwenheim-Skolem theorem, it satisfies the solution set condition, so Freyd’s ad- 
joint functor theorem implies that it has an initial objet t : the free Boolean topos Eo. 
‘Ihe Liiwenheim-Skolem theorem, again, implies that Es is countable. 
If E is a topos, then, in analogy with the R,-seque;lce of set theory, we define an 
object R, for each integer n as follows: R, is IV, the natural number object of E, and 
R n+i is tin. We write P(X) for Qx. 
Lemma 2.1. If E is a Boolean topos, then the full subcategory E’ of subobjects of the 
objects R, is a Boolean top and the embedding is a lqpkal morphism. 
Roof. Since Sk is in E’, it is enough to show that E’ is closed under finite limits, 
finite colimits, and exponents. Since N - R,, 
R n+l +%4 = P(R,)) + flR,) “PCR,) = R,,.l, 
and similarly R, X R, s R,N for each m. E’ is clearly closed under subobjects, o it is 
closed under equalizers. If X -R,andY-R&henX+Y-R,+R,zR,and 
X X Y * R, X R, = R,, so E’ is closed under finite products and coproducts. If
X-+YandXwR,,then I+ H flP(R,)) since every epi is effective, so E’ is closed 
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under coequalizers. Finally,, if X, Y r-+ R,, then 
Xy -P(X X Y)>-+flR, X Rn)sR,,,, 
using the proof of [ 2, Proposition 11, so E’ is closed under exponents. 
Corollary 2.2. if H, is the set uf suboblects of R, in Eo, then E. = UnEwH,,. 
sotice that the union is over the standard integers, even when N is nonstandard. 
This shows that if E is a topos, then M(E) need not satisfy unbounded comprehen- 
sion: If N is nonstandard inE, then in M(E’) the set of N such that R, exists is the 
set of standard integers, which is not 3 set of M(E’)- 
The notion of a structured object was introduced in 12, Lemma 4). A structured 
object can be thought of 3s an object which is 3 set in the associrtted model of set 
theory. 
plcmf. Since any subobject of 3 structured object is structured, it is enough to show 
that each R,, is structure& R, = N is structured because it is well-ordered. The proof 
0f the power set axiom in [ 2, Theorem 2) shows that the power set of a structured 
set is structured, so by induction each R, is structured. 
Remark 2.4. This corollary says that intemul(y E. is 3 model of set theory. It should 
be noted, however, thst the set of subobjects of I does not form a set of generators 
for E-,. We will show that there is no map from 
, Z = [z E 1: there ia a TX~ .,bLructible subset of Ml 
tu the subobject A M 4N) of nonconstructible subsets of IV. Let M be 3 standard 
countable model of V = L. Ict a be 3 subset of IV Cohen generic over ICI, and let 
M’S; M[oj be the class of sets of Mfa) that are definable in M[ti]. It is easy to see 
that M’ is a Boolean topos, so there is 3 logical morphism IT Eo- M’. By the defi- 
nition of Z, FZ = 1. Standard set theoretical arguments ( ee e.g. 14, Section 9, pp. 
3tiR-3733) show that the only definable subsets of N in M[ol are the constructible 
onrs; so if there is 3 map in EC, from Z’ to A for any subobject 2’ of /, then FZ’ = 0. 
Proof. &&I, 52) is countable since EO is. To show that it is atomless, we use Freyd’s 
chnrxterization of 3 topos as 3 partial algebraic structure in [I 1. Briefly, T is a lan- 
gig a with enough partial operations to give an equational definition of 3 topos. For 
~x:~mplc, lo define the product,,T has three binary operations on objects which give 
fhc product and the two projections, aunary operation on objects which gives the diago- 
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n;il map, and a binary operation on arrows which gives the arrow cf X g) : A XA’ + BXB’; 
and to define the subobject generator T has a unary operation on monies which gives 
the characteristic function. Two remarks follow immediately. First, if E is a Boolean 
topos, then the subcategory of denotations of terms of Tis a Boolean topos and the 
inclusion is a logical morphism; hence every metnber of E. is denoted by some term. 
Second, since the new operations can all be defined from the operations originally 
added, the denotation of terms of T is preserved by logical morphisms. Let a be an 
atom of Eo( i, Q). By the first remark, a is denoted by some term 7 of T. Let A be 
the set of axioms for a topos (including axioms defining the added operations) to- 
gether with the sentences 
vx: 1 -*Q(~=Tvx=l), t=T. 
We define T+ to be the language for the internal ogic of a topos, defined likeL@) in 
[ 21 except hat the parameters are terms of T. Let B = (a E T *: lioil = T is provable 
from A}. Sir&e I3 is recursively enumerable and contains Pcano arithmetic, Giidel’s 
theorem implies that B is not both complete and consistent. The proof will be com- 
pleted by showing that this contradicts the assvmption that a is an atom. 
For any object Z of a topos E, the comma category E/Z of maps into 2 is a topos 
and the futtctor E -+ E/Z taking X into the projection X X 2 -+ 2 is a logical morph- 
ism. Let 2 be the subobject of I with characteristic function (1. Since u is an atom and 
10gical morphisms preserve the denotations of terms, E&Z is a model of A, so B is 
consistent. If E is any model of A ‘f let U be the unique logical morphism E, + E. 
Then U induces a logical morphism U/Z : Eo/Z -+ E. Since logical morphisms preserve 
T+ sentences, the T* theory of E is precisely thht of E&? and so B is complete. 
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